In order to avoid the wrath of consumers and government agencies, industry
must exchange dubious green marketing practices for sustainable branding:
reaching out to employees and a broad range of external stakeholders, using
multidisciplinary teams to develop greener products and marketing programs,
and maintaining good relations with the community.

The Real “2.0”
Like polar bears, companies are naively plodding their way along thin ice. Environmental issues are
understood to be more serious today than they were during the first iteration of green marketing (think
climate change), and consumers are shopping with a vengeance – and a conscience. Industry is duly
warned to adopt a more responsible green marketing course or risk inviting regulation on such
flagrantly dubious green marketing practices. Note the rise of grassroots bans on polluting products
such as bottled water, supermarket shopping bags, and the like. Will products with large carbon
footprints, like bananas, coffee, and even the much-heralded bamboo be next?
Consider this: Developing entirely new product concepts brings the potential for significantly enhanced
consumer benefits. Benefits that don’t need eco-labels, Kermit the Frog or any other slick green
marketing stunt.
You’re on an eco-innovative track when you have:

1. Introduced a new product concept, like Apple’s iPod which bestows obvious consumer
benefits along with the environmental attributes of streamlining the production and
transportation of CDs.
2. Attempted to affect an entire system. Chevy’s Volt electric car is slated to be
positioned as a second car, ideal for commuting and errands.
3. Provided the consumer with services rather than products. Car sharing services, which
promote intensive use of fewer cars while providing the consumer with all the benefits
of renting, all the benefits of ownership without the hassle, are a great example.
Companies must look toward eco-innovation, shunning incremental upticks for the radical improvements
in environmental performance that will be necessary given the magnitude of the environmental ills that
now face us. Devising clever services that minimize production processes, transportation needs, energy
use, and storage requirements can lead to waterfalls of profits for businesses, the public, and the
environment. It’s not the easiest route to being green, but there’s something to be said for learning
from — and capitalizing on — past mistakes.
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